
Avoids noise pollution
The SpotDAP is able to direct sound exactly where you 
want it.

Outstandingly flexible
The SpotDAP is small and lightweight. It is very simple to 
install as its flat construction allows discrete integration.

Expandable
The SpotDAP can run either one or two emitter panels 
to allow cost-effective covering of multiple zones.

Simple to use and operate
The SpotDAP is simple and can be directly connected 
to any audio source. Everything is provided in the box 
meaning power and a line level signal are all that is 
needed.

Long projection distance
The sound level decreases very slowly with the 
distance. It’s a unique feature of HSS® technology. The 
sound remains intelligible up to 25 meters away!

Surprise effects!
Surprising effects can come from directing the 
SpotDAP onto sculptures or paintings making them 
come alive with sound! The SpotDAP can also be used 
to attract a visitor’s attention by directing it along 
corridors.

Grab attention
Due to the way the sound is produced, listeners think 
the sound is coming from a very short distance away. 
This causes listeners to instinctively turn to look for 
the source - a great feature in digital signage or 
advertising.

Imagine broadcasting your 
audio messages straight to 
your target audience and 
nowhere else… 

That’s the SpotDAP 550 & 560, a 
revolutionary sound generation 
technology designed to target 
specific areas. The SpotDAP is 
based on Hyper-Sonic Sound® 

technology (HSS®).

The directionality of the 
SpotDAP550 & 560 is 
unsurpassed, which significantly 
reduces the noise pollution levels 
in any case where ambient 
noise is an issue. Another 
advantageous SpotDAP feature 
is its long projection distance of 
intelligible sound (25 m). 

Applications include digital 
signage, points of sale, kiosks, 
grocery stores, lobbies, parks 
and museums.

Made in Europe
www.rsf-int.com

Directional Audio Sound System

Reliability… EXTREME
  • Designed for 24/7 operation
  • Fully solid state with no moving parts

Warranty… EXTREME
  • 1 year warranty exchange within 24h

SpotDAP  550/560

MAKING THE DIFFERENCE
TO YOUR VISITOR EXPERIENCE



Audio 
Input Impedance   10k Ohms
Frequency response   300Hz - 18 KHz
Max Audio SPL output   89 dB @ 1.5kHz @ 2 metres
Input level    Line level

Conectors
Input Connectors   2 RCA / phono style connectors
Output Connectors   2 x 2 banana-style plugs amplified output
1 x RCA sub-woofer

Indicators    Status LED
Power supply
Power adapter input   100V – 240VAC
Power adapter output   30VDC, 45W
    
Maximum consumption  38 W

Environmental

Operating Temperature  0°C to 40°C
Operating Humidity Range  0 to 95% (non-condensing)
Storage Temperature   -20°C to 50°C
Storage Humidity Range  0 to 95% (non-condensing)

Dimensions (amplifier)   L 150 x W 150 x D 38mm
Dimensions (emitter)   L 315 x W 163 x D 26mm
Weight (1 x Amp & 2 x emitters) 3.2 kg

Max cable length (amp—emitter)
AWG15 cable    7.5m
AWG12 cable    15m

Warranty    1 year

SPTWMTB    Wall / Ceiling mounting bracket

Technical specifications

Optional accessories
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